Geometry	Chapter 10
Lesson 10-1

Example 1  Identify Parts of a Circle
a.	Name the circle.	file_0.png
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	The circle has its center at Q, so it is named
circle Q.

b.	Name a radius of the circle.
	Six radii are shown: file_2.unknown
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c.	Name a chord of the circle.
	Two chords are shown: file_8.unknown
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d.	Name a diameter of the circle.
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 is the only chord that goes through the center, so file_11.unknown
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 is a diameter.


Example 2  Find Radius and Diameter
Circle C has diameters file_12.unknown
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a.	If RX = 29, find CX.
	r = d	Formula for radius
	r = (29) or 14.5	Substitute and simplify.

b.	If CS = 13.6, find SY.
	d = 2r	Formula for diameter
	d = 2(13.6) or 27.2	Substitute and simplify.


Example 3  Find Measures in Intersecting Circles
The diameters of circles H, F, and G are 9 centimeters, 	file_16.png
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13 centimeters, and 27 centimeters, respectively.  Find AG.
	Since the diameter of circle F is 13, FA = 6.5.
	Since the diameter of circle G is 27, FG = 13.5 and GH = 13.5.
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	FA + AG	= FG 	Segment Addition Postulate
	6.5 + AG	= 13.5 	Substitution
	AG	= 7	Subtract 6.5 from each side.


Example 4  Find Circumference, Diameter, and Radius
a.	Find C if r = 25 meters.
	C	= 2πr	Circumference formula
	= 2π(25)	Substitution
	= 50π or about 157.08 m
b.	Find C if d = 34 feet.
	C	= πd	Circumference formula
	= π﴾34﴿	Substitution
	= 34.5π or about 108.38 ft

c.	Find d and r to the nearest hundredth if C = 842.5 feet.
	C	= πd	Circumference formula
	842.5	= πd	Substitution
	)	= d	Divide each side by π.
	268.18	≈ d	Use a calculator.
	d	≈ 268.18 ft
r	= d	Radius formula
	≈ (268.18)	d ≈ 268.18
	≈ 134.09 ft	Use a calculator.



Example 5  Use Other Figures to Find Circumference
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Standardized Test Practice
Find the exact circumference of circle M.	

A	30π cm
B	94.25 cm
C	60π cm
D	120π cm


Read the Test Item
You are given a figure that involves a right triangle and a circle. You are asked to find the exact circumference of the circle.

Solve the Test Item
The radius of the circle is the same as the hypotenuse of the right triangle.
In a 30°-60°-90°, the hypotenuse is twice the length of the shorter leg, which is opposite the 30° angle. Since the side opposite the 30° angle measures 15 cm, the hypotenuse measures 30 cm.
So, the diameter of the circle is 60 cm.
C = πd	Circumference formula
C = π(60) or 60π	Substitution.
Because we want the exact circumference, the answer is C.


